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ABSTRACT 

In the present study, airflow characteristics 
were evaluated in and around 5 types of building 
models induced by cross ventilation in case 
opening conditions and approaching flow angles 
were different. Both techniques of wind tunnel 
experiment and numerical simulation were 
employed, and the problems and advantages of 
these methods were discussed. The airflow 
characteristics were discussed from the following 
4 viewpoints: wind pressure coefficient 
distribution, air velocity distnbution, ventilation 
rate, and main airflow path. As a result, it was 
found as fullows: I) When .opening was 
positioned approximately at the center of 
windward or leeward walls and approaching 
flow angle was fJ', the difference of wind 
pressure coefficients on the walls was within 0.2 
even when the opening conditions were different. 
Thus, overall flow around the building was not 
changed within the range of the opening 
conditions under the present study, and the 
airflow passing through the windward opening 
ran downward. 2) In case approaching flow 
angle was different, wind pressure coefficient 
was decreased with the increase of the 
approaching flow angle. The airflow passing 
along wall surface was changed in transverse 
direction. Air velocity was aJso increased, and 
vet1li.lation rate was decreased. When the 
approaching flow angle exceeded 45°, flow 
resistance at the windward opening increased. In 
case the airflow entered without running 
perpendicularly to windward wall, the airflow 
ran straight after entering the windward opening. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cross ventilation is currently being 
reconsidered from the viewpoint of eDerBY 
saving. The airflow characteristics induced by 
cross ventilation, filctors such as opening 
conditions (including opening area, position of 
opening and rrumber of openings), partitions, 
wind pressure and ventilation rate due to 
difference in approaching flow angle, airflow 
characteristics, and energy balance were 
evaluated in the studies published using wind 
tunnel experiment and numerical simulation. 
Wmd tunnel experiment requires much time and 
labor, and above all, it is difficult to perfonn 
static pressure measurement or total presll.lre 
measurement in a space where airflow direction 
cannot be identified. Numerical simulation has 
also problems such as the problems of turbulence 
model, numerical error associated with finite 
difference scheme or insufficient resolution of 
mesh layout. However, it is possible by 
numerical simulation to calculate total pressure, 
static pressure and dynamic pressure at any 
points, and it has advantages in that effective 
supplementary information can be obtained a 
quantity, which cannot be detennined by wind 
tunnel experiment. 

In this respect, we attempted in the present 
study to discuss estimation of airflow 
characteristics in and around a building induced 
by cross ventilation using the results of wind 
tunnel experiment and nwnerical simulation 
when opening conditions and approaching flow 
angles are di.ff erent The discussion will be 
developed from 4 viewpoints, i.e. wind prewre 
coefficient distribution, air velocity distribution, 
ventilation rate, and main airflow path. 



... 

MAS model 

Figure 1 Models 

... 

Table 1 Op enings on windward 
wall and leewarCI wall and the 
number 'of measuring points of 
each m"odel ' 

*S opening : 0.2Hb X0.4Ah; Pc�<m1J>8c of opening area:4% *L opening : 0.4Hb x 0.lll:lb, Porcent.ogc of opening area: 16% 

"I:,able 2 Models and approaching 
aarOow angles of eacli 
measurement · 

MAS SS LL LS KYO 
O' 0 06.DO Q.6.00 Q6.DO Q.6.00 
22.5° Q Q.6. Qt:. 
45• Q Qt:.D 0 Qt:. 
67.5° 0 Q Q 
90• Q ' Q 

Q:Wind pressure coefficient .6.:Vcntilation rate at !he leeward 
opening D:Distribution of air velocity O:Visualizalion experiment 
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Phm SS45' (8-8' section) 
115 '(; U(z) Figure 3 Measuring points of air o 0.025 o.o5 0.015 i.o K(z) veroc ity in . SS moClel �t the L--+-- , l____J �itz\z1 :�uniaching flow angle of 0 and o 0.2 :.o.4 o.6 o.a 

. Figure 5 Vertical 

2.MElHODS 
2-1 Oudine of Wind Tunnel Experiment 

In the present study, the following 4 types 
of experiments were performed: (I) 
measurement of wind pressure on wall surface; 
(2) measurement of ventilation rate at leeward 
opening; (3) measurement of. air velocity 
distribution. in models to detennine main ajrflow 
path; and (4) visualization experiment: · 

The experiment was perfunned ·'using 
Eiffel type boundary layer wind tunnel at Faculty 
ofEngineedng, Tokyo Institute of Polytechnics. 
,i\pproaching flow was set to air velocity 

, distribution in accordance with 1/4 power law 
profile. For; measurement of air velo9ity, a 
thennjstor type anemometer was used. 

In the. pre.sent �dy, 5 types of' building 
models ha".ffig ��e same outline . dimensions as 

Figure 4 Mesh layout Distribution of variables 

shown in Figure I were prepared. Each model 
has different opening condition such as presence 
of opening or opening area because these factors 
may· give eXtensive influence or the airflow 
characteristics in and arourid the building. 'The 

· model was prepared in form of a·· rectangular 
parallelepiped of 1:2:2 with the height ·of' the 
model ("Hb"; 15 cm iri· real. size) as refeience. 
Wal! thickness was set to.1120 Hb. MAS rncidel 
·is a: 'mOdel without opming for the plll'pose of 
identifying wind pressure on wall surfdces. SS 
'model· or ll. model shown in Table I are the 
mOdels, each having 2 types ofopenings such as 
S -Opening (0.2 Hb x 0.4 ·Hb) or l'. opening (0.4 
Hb x 0.8 Hb) on windward and leeWard walls at 
the center of wall surface. i LS model · has L 
opening on wind'Ward � and S opeiiing on 

· leeward wall. These models are identiCal with the 
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bui!cllii&niooels ·us� in'nurrierical ·smiulation by 
Kurabuchi et · aJ.2' Further, KYO·, model was 
added, whlcb. sfuluI�_es �!�pi and· corridor. 
Because 9penin'gs :m:->school ·cl�room and 
corridor are windows or doors of double sliding 
type in most cases, it was.assume9 $It one-half 
of the window atea oil the'same sidE! is opened in 
each case. 

�Positions. of the P'!easuring pollrts., names 
of columns of the measuting points; and number 
of rows of the measuring points, and 
approaching flow angles at the time of 
measurement in these models are shown in 
Figure 2. There were 5 measuring points in each 
of 4 columns on internal and external walls of 
windward and leeward walls. more than 5 points 
in the column of the central axis, 7 points on the 
central axis on rooftop, S points on the central 
axis on each of ceiling and floor Sl.µface, aod 
several points near each opening. Wind pressure 
coefficient on lateral side was not given because 
it correspondes to the wind pressure coefficient 
on windward and leeward ... walls when 
approaching flow angles was changed. Table 2 
shows building models used in each of the four 
types of experiments. 

2-2 · Esperiment.al Method 
a. Measurement ofwjnd pressure on wall surface 

Pitdt tube . . static · pressure outside ' the 
:(; _Pe>un� layer y.ras used as reference pres.sure, 
. � standard dynamic preS&Jre was �culated 
, P'om air velocity of the approaching wiriCI at the 
height of the mQd� -Re n�ber at the height of 

.-rthe ,mod�l, VftiS :�·Jo about 67,�. Micro 
:':d��r�tial · p�re.1 $.<l"Se was uSed for 
, measurement of. wind pressure. In the 
.. measurement of Wall sPrface wind p� it 

1. •• Wt\S assumed that approachirig flow angle was ff' 
l' ir)�e·aia\n di�on_of�o�·is at righ\angle 

to the opening Qf the: bWldlng model, and 'the 
8.l)gle between anSJe of ff' and main direction of 
ajrflow � ponsjdered as P1e approaching flow 
angle. To identify the difference of wind pr�sure 
coeff:icienls caused by the djfference of the 
opening conditionS: -.MAS. SS, Ll,., and LS 

_ models w� used, Jo assess the phange of wind 
p�� ': f()efficient .at . 'f\/ety ., 22.5° �o� . the 
approaching flow angle of ff' to 900, MAS, SS, 
and KYO models were used. 

... . 
b. Measurement ofventilation rate 

Ventilation rate was measured at the 
leeward opening. The leeward opening was 
hypothetically divided _to squares each being I 
cm x l cm for S oj)ening and L opening, and to 
rectangl� each being 0-.9 cm x 0.75 cm for KYO 
opening . . Mmn �velocity at the center of these 
divided areas was measured by mstalling a 
thennistor type anemometer immediately near 
the leeward opening. Mean air velocity at the 
opening was obtained, and ventilation rate was 
calculated .from the product of mean air velocity 
and opening area. The number of air velocity 
measuring points was: 18 points for S opening 
(SS and LS models), 72 points for L opening (LL 
model), and 150 points for .KYO .opening. 
c. Main airflow path inside the bujldina 

To identify main airflow path, scalar air 
velocity distribution in the model was measured 
using LL model and SS mode� which have the 
same opening area on windward and leeward 
walls. Two tYpes of approaching flow angles 
were used, i .. e.' Cf and 45°. Heated body type 
anemometer, in which directivity can be 
neglected almost completely, was inserted 
through a hole on the rooftop of the mode� and 
time average air velocity was measured at every 
i.5· cm iii height directio.ri and ventilation 
directiort FlgUi-e 3 shows positions of the 
measuring points. The number of measuring 
points was: 113 points when approaching flow 
angle was 00, and 30 points when it was 45°. 
d. Yisualiution experiment 

Using all of the models, three wires wound 
in spiral fonn were imme9iately placed in front 
of the windward opening, and it was attempted to 

'_ be visualized by liqui& paraffin mist method: 
11 Liquid P,araffin was passed incessantly, and by 
� indreil.siJg "volrllge at every 5 seconCls using 

Sliduck. 8moke � ·gei:ierateci aril:I it was 
photographed· by stroboseopic metDod .. ·. 

2..3 ·'outline of Numerical Sbn
.
uJation 

Numerical simulation was perfonned on 
the same model as in the wind tunnel experiment 
iricluding wall thickness. Mesh layout·used was 
.&O(x) X 80(y) X 39(z) aS shown iri Figure 4 for 
t'be'whofe, and 40(x)X40(y)Xl20(z) meshes are 
Jsea tHr' re�iOduction :of the moClel. Calculation 
was performed for the whole area in MAS model 
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, Table 3 ventilation rate and pressure 
.·loss coefficients 

model SS LS LL l(YO 
llow11111es o· 12.S' 45' o· If If 22.5' 45" 

.""l'Crimc:itt 0.IM5 0,0448 0.041� Q.064.1 0.1'18 0.)046 D 2905 0.2198 
numniud O.Gl?B 0.:lol 0.0274 0. 0$84 U912 .2497 0.2ll0 0.1719 
'r�irliciri (l<l"l ta2•4) (65%) ( 91%) (991ol 32%) �} (U�� P11• ...... 1 .. t.ll 1.4$ 178 1.16 1.21 

•• .rfio!cnt 

• . • _____ ;�:PF���o ?? !11111\_i_ :n:u�rrr I ! Section at tho central axis o.a Pion ot the centtal llllllll ___ --- - · -

(Approaching flow angle is o·) hoigbl II 111r lk Figure 6 Measured wind pressure coef\icients � , ·. · o� each wall surface of models at the 0 F" 7 ·� f . f1 · d 1 1£Ure 1tLerence o air ow aroun 
models betwee.n MAS model and other 

· model and in SS model with approaching flow models 
angle of 22.5 to 90°. By trucing symmetry into r----:====•r"""����::I 
account, it was set to half-area for LL model, LS LL 
model and SS model with the approaching flow 
angle of 00. 

Figure 5 shows inflow boundary condition. 

� zvc=:;] This was obtained by numerically solving the K- ss · . � 1o.2 

1 �-����:.:�-�����:::::L.!ll:!..t::=::����Zl e transport equation, assuming-that airflow L o. zs;.i, 
velocity is �urned and that differential other 
than vertical dire.ction sets to 0. Upper, lateral and 
outflow boundary conditions of the calculation 
area were set to pressure type boundary r.ondition. 
Wall surface, ground surface and floor surface 
were processed by wall function based on the 
assumption of 1/4 power law. Standard k-e 
turbulence model was used as turbulence model. 
In a flow such as cross yentilation where energy 
balance is an important factor, finite difference 
appro>cimation of convection tenn gives 
extensive influence O!\ the results of numerical 
simulation. If artificial viscosity is too high, the 
balance between loss of mean flow energy f!Jld 
production ofturbuJe.nce energy is not met, and it 

. is not pos.sible to numerically reproduce the 
mechanism to transmit the energy originally 
po� by the turbulence mo�el. In the present 
study, QUICK scheme. is used, in which time 
and spatial oscillation of numerical solution is 

- . suppressed while false diffusion is expected 
· minimal To stabilize QUICK by full. implicit 

method, coefficient of matrix was made identical 
with first order upwind scheme. .Remainder 
components are oo�ed . as, source tem:lS 

Experiment Numerical simulation 
Figure 8 Measured and calculated air 
vefocity didribution 
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according to Hayase et al. Further, for oonvection 
anc;I diffusion tenns in the k and e transp'lrt 
equation, PLDS (power method) was applied to 
avoid solution to become negative, and. For the 
other difference schemes, centered difference 
was adopted. 

· 

3. RESULTS AND :QISSCUTION 
3-1 Difference of Airflow Characteristioi in 
and �round. the Building having Different 
Opening <:;onditions 
3-1-1 · Wuid Pressure 1 Coefficient 

Distribution in the Building ha� 
Different Opening Conditions and 
Mean Air Velocity Distribution in and 
around Building 

Figure 6 shows wind p� �ffi9ients 
on vertical crosNection along .the central axis of 
each of SS, J.,S, IL mOdels having different 
opening areas and MAS model in case 
approac�g flow angle is 0° where normal 



clirection-oftbe opening agrees wrth approaching 
flow angle. Opening area ratio of windward wall 
is 4% in SS model and 16% in bS and LL 
models. Difference .of wind pressure coefficient 
between the models on each wall is within 0.2. 
Wind pressure coefficie�t on windward wall of 
LL model is by 0. 18 Jower than that of the other 
models, and formation of_ horse-shoe vortex is 
not obseJVed This may be because the opening 
area is large and a large quantity of air enters 
through the opening and force of the airflow is 
relatively reduc.ed near the opening . 

On the other hand, in the wind pressure 
coefficient of internal wall of each model, wind 
pressure coefficients ai generally unifoon on 

, 

internal walls. In case of LS mode� wind 
pressure coefficient is aro{md o.-7; and this is by 
0.3 to 0.5 higher than the value of 0.2 to 0.4 in' 
tli� oilier m0dels. This 1nay be attributable to the 
fact that the wind pressure becomes closer to the 
wind pressure on,-windward side because �flow 
resistance at the windward opening is low. 

Figure 7 shows the differences of velocity 
vectors and absolute value of velocity between 
MAS model and otb,.er models. Airflow is 
changed near windward and leeward openings 
from the a..cpect of flow structure. But there i$ no 
substantial difference in overall flow, and wind 
pressure coefficient exhibits no extensive change. 

3-1-2 Ventilation Rate in Buildings having 
'Different Opening Conditions 

When ventilation rates of the models in 
case approaching flow angle is 0° are compared 
in Table 3, ventilation rate is higher in the ordei
ofLL, LS and SS models. If SS model is taken 
as reference, ventilation' rate of LL model, which 
has .wind\.Vard and JeeWa!d opening" areas 4 times 

'iatgeilhan that of SS model and :ventilation rate 
of LS model which has eql)a! opening area of 

'tl)e leewarq wan: ·are 4.2 times and" 1.4 times 
'higher respectively. Fwther, Table 3 shows 
pressure loss'C:oefficient, which was obtained by 
tile· conventional ventilation rate calculation 
meth.t;>d using wind pressure coefficient and 
ventifation raie ! measured by experiment. 
Naturcilly, the highei the ventilation rate is, the 

• ..  •) I O " i l 

. more the pressure Joss coefficient is reduced. 
�· 1, • f •·I ·!'t1 

3-1-3 Main Airflow Path· iri Buildings 

having Different Opening Conditioo,s 
In the rerults of measurement of air 

velocity in the models shown in Figure 8, flow 
entering at the windward opening is rapidly 
decelerated and fulls dgwn in case of SS model 
after it passes through the windward opening. In 
contra t, in case of LJ., model, the flow is 

· gradl1 Jly decelerated and deflected. Mean air 
velocity in LL model is by 0.15 m/.s higher than 
that of SS model. The flow is accelerated again at 

·the leeward opening and flows out. 

3-2 Airflow Characteristics in and around 
Building when Approaching Flow 
Angles are Different 

3-2-1 Wind Pressurl! Coefficient 
Distribution and Mean Air Velocity 
Distribution on Each Wall at Each 
Approaching Flow Angle 

In case the approaching flow angle is 
changed b)' every 22.5°, wind pressure 
coefficient distribution on vertical cross-section 
along the central axis is not substantially different 
between MAS model and SS model except that 
wind pressure coefficient of SS model is 
somewhat lower on the upper portion of the 
opening. Figure 9 shows vertical cross-section 
along the central axis and horizontal cross
section at the central height on the windward 
wall among the wind pressure coefficient 
distribution ·of SS model The smaller the 
approaching flow angle is, the more the wind 
pressure coefficient on internal and external walls, 
ceiling and floor of the windward wall is 
increased. The reason for this may be as follows: 
As it is evident from approaching flow angles 
and air velocity of the airflow closer to the 
windward lateral wall in each approaching flow 
angles- of SS model showri-·in Figure 10, when 

- itie approathing· flow angle is· increased, the 
central point where the stagnation point is moved 
toward the upper portion of the opening· when 
approac.hing flow angle is 0° and toward left 
when .it is 22.5°. The diverged flow runs 
diagonally along the wall surface when 
approaching flow angle is. 22.5°, while it is 
deviated in lateral direction when approaching 

· flow angle is 45° or l'l'lore. 'Mean air velocity. is 
'·also increa5ed with the inerea:se .of approaching 

flow angle. In partioular, "when approaching flow 
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---- o· -e- 22.s· -- 67.5° 

-CO(O,.NC>;tNONV 'CJ"NON�C'l..,CO<JC-0000 oo o? oo '?9 ????' 
Floor=::� �i: 1 i--i--•i-..... ; 0. 4 

Section at lhc ccnlral 11:<1s 

Figure 9 Distribution of wind �ressure 
coefficient on each external and internal 
wall at the central ax.is 

Figure 12 Cakulated velocity vectors rlan 
at the central height of. 'SS mode at 
aporoaching flow anale in everv.,22.5 • 

, 

""'• ·' . • .1 
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45• 

Figure 10 Calculated velocity vectors 
on the wind ward wall at each 
aooroaching flow angle 

4S 0 -4S .90 -13S ±no 13S 90 
A'9fNdMl.,_.-.k(.) 

Figurell Change of mean wind 
pressure coefficient of each cotu·mn 
m everv 22.5 

ssu LUS 

O.J 
0, ., 
•• 
OM 
OS 
0 ., 
•• 

0.3S '03 

0.2 

Figure 14 Distribution of velocity 
contour in SS and LL mod�ls at the 
aooroachin2

· 
flow angle of 45 I 



angle is 67.5°, rapid acceleration occurs at left 
end, and it is 0.8 around the windward opening. 
Figure l l shows the change of mean wind 
pressure coefficient in the column of e.acb 
measuring point due to approaching flow angles. 
Mean wind pressure coefficients of the columns 
of the measuring, points are !lll positive when 
approaching flow·arigfe is 0°, while mean wind 
p essure coefficient of column A is turned to 
negative wessure when app ·oaching flow angle . 4 
is -22:5° "artd-·-45°. ·When it is -{)7.5°, the 
eoefficient is trnned to negative pressure at 

. columns A and B.• .. Mean wind pressure .. 
coefficients of columns of all measuring points 
between �0 and 90° are turned to negative 

1 ' pressure. Tne closer the approaching flow angle 1 • 

is changed to -180°, tbe smaller the difference of ·: 

mean wind pressure coefficient between colwnns · 

of the measuring points is, and variation is 
decreased. 

On the other hand, wind pressure 
coefficients in all approaching flow angles on the 
leeward walls are all in negative pressure, and 
there is not much difference due to the positions. 
The more the approaching flew angle is 
increas� the smaller the 8.bsolute value of 
negative pressure on the central axis becomes. · 

However, conical vortex is actually formed, and 
it is estima1ed that higher negative pressure 
occurs at the comers. At the columns A and E, 
the wind pressure coefficient of the column on 
the' leeward side when the approaching flow 
angle is 22.5° is turned to negative pr:essure. As 
sho{w in Figure l 0, this is not because airflow is 
separated but because static pressure is decreased . 
due to inc.ease of dynamic pressure. When the 

, ; iapproaching flow angle is 0°, negative pressure 
' · � also observed paitialJy in both wind tunnel 

�p rime. r 1md CFD at boih e::ids of the 
windwanl Wrtl.I d.1e to the same phenomenon. 

FlUther, in the internal pressure, wind · 
pressure coeffi�ients are uniform, and the more · 

·the approaching flow angle is incmased. the 
more th� wind pre:isure coefficients are 
decreased. When approaching flow angle is 45° 
or 67.5°, it is ttllned to negative pressure. 
Because internal pressure is determined by the 
difference of flow resistance between upstream 
and downstream, when pressure Joss coefficients 
of flow passage from the windward opening to 

the leeward opening shown in Table 3 are 
observed, the more the approaching flow angle is 
increased, the more the pressure loss coefficient 
at the Leeward opening is increased. and pressure 
loss coefficient when approaching flow angle is 
45° is rapidly increased compared with the value 
of 1.45 when the approaching flow angle is 22.5°. 
This agrees well with the findings by Akabayashi 
et al 1> If indoor wind pressure change 
associated with the change of approaching flow 
angle is taken into consideration, in case 
approaching flow angle is 45° or more, it is 
estimated that flow resistanpe at the windward 
opening is high, and there is no difference in flow 
resistance at the leeward opening. 

3-2-2 Ventilation Rate at Leeward Opening ·�. 111 " of Each Building in case Approaching 
Flow Angle is Different 

The ventilation rate at the leeward opening 
of SS model and KYO model shown in Table 3 
is decreased when tlie approaching flow angle is 
increased. In case of SS mode� if ventilation rate 
when �pproaching fl.ow angle is 0° is taken as 
referen�. ventilation rate is decrease.cl by 3% 
when approaching flow angles is 22.5° and by 
90/o when it is 45°, but there is no substantial 
difference. On the other band, if the ventilation 
rate of KYO model when approaching flow 
angles is 0° is taken as reference, it is decreased 
by 5% and 28% respeetively. Ia case of SS 
model, this agrees we ll with the findings of 
Akabayashi et al. ii in that ventilation rate is not 
.changed almost at all up to the approaching flow 
angles of 45°. According to their study, 
ventilation rate ·tends to decrease when the 
approaching flow angles is 45° or more. When 
the approaching flow angles reache.� 45°, 

. prcsslire loss coetlicient is somewhat inerease.d 
compared with the' c:Usewhere approaching flow 
angles is 0° or 22.5''. This is due fo the increase 
of pressure, loss coefficient at the ·windward 
opening because internal pressure i� turned to 
negative presrure when the approaching flow 
angles is 45''. This may be primarily attributable 
to the fact that wind direction of the approaching 
flow is maintained in the main airflow path even 
when wind direction is changed and the increase 
of the approaching flow angle has the same 
effect as the reduction of the opening area. On 
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the other hand, at the leeward opening, indoor 
airflow is accelerated again and flows out, and 
the influence of wind direction is relatively low. 

3-2-3 Main Airflow Path in Building when 
Approaching flow angles is Different 
Figure 12 shows air velocity distribution at 

the central height of SS model when approaching 
flow angle is changed by every 22.5°. When 
main airflow path is observed in case 
approaching flow angles is different, it runs 
straightfurward after entering in when 
approaching flow angle is 22.5°, and, after 
reaching the lateral wall, wind direction is 
gradually turned toward the leeward opening and 
it flows out. Indoor airflow is turned to 
recirculating flow turning counterclockwise, and 
the center of the circulation is located at the 
center of the room. In case approaching flow 
angles is 45° and 67.5°, the aspect of the airflow 
is similar to each other. In the windward half
region in the room, it is turned to a flow running 
straightforward along the direction of the main 
airflow path, and to a flow running 
straightforward diagonally to the windward 
direction reverse to the above in the leeward half
region. In case approaching flow angles is 45°, 
air velocity is at the highest immediately after 
entering the windward opening. This appears to 
b e comparable to the case where ventilation rate 
when wind direction is 45° is almost the same as 
the ventilation rate when it is O". On the other 
hand, in the air velocity distribution on vertical 
cross-section when approaching flow angle is 45°, 

from Figure 13 (cross-section A-A in Figure 
12) based on numerical simulation and from 
Figure 14 showing the results of air velocity 
measurement in SS model and LL mode� it is 
evident that the main airflow path in the models 
runs straightforward, and this is different from 
the case where inflow airflow runs downward on 
vertical cross-section of air velocity distribution 
when approaching flow angles is O". 

4. CONCLUSION 
On 5 types of building models having the 

same outline dimensions, wind tunnel 
experiment and numerical simulation were 
pe:lfonned. The airflow characteristics in and 
around the building during ventilation have been 

... 

discussed using the results of wind tunnel 
experiment and numerical simulation in case the 
opening conditions such as presence of opening, 
difference of opening area, etc. are different and 
in case approaching flow angle is changed by 
every 225°. The following .findings were 
obtained: 
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1) In case the opening is posit ioned nearly at the 
center of windward or leeward walls and in 
case approaching flow angle is Cf, the 
difference of wind presrure coefficient 
between models is within 0.2 even when the 
opening conditions are different, and overall 
flow exhibits no substantial change aroWld the 
bu ilding in case the opening conditions are 
within the range as discussed above. The 
airflow flowing through the windward 
opening nms down. 

2) In case approaching flow angles is different, 
the more the approaching flow angle is 
increased, the more the wind pressure 
coefficient is decreased. The airflow running 
along the waif surface is turned in lateral 
direction. Air velocity is increased, and 
ventilation rate is decreased. When 
approaching flow angles exceeds 45°, flow 
resistance at the windward opening rapidly 
increases. In case the airflow enters without 
running perpendicuJarly to the windward wall, 
the airflow runs straightforward after entering 
the windward opening. 
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